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66% Pakistanis are happy with the performance of COAS-Qamar Javed
Bajwa in regards to resolving the Tehreek-e-Labaik protest.
(GALLUP & GILANI PAKISTAN POLL)
Islamabad, January 04, 2018
According to a Gilani Research Foundation Survey carried out by Gallup & Gilani Pakistan, 66%
Pakistanis are happy with the performance of COAS-Qamar Javed Bajwa in regards to resolving the
Tehreek-e-Labaik protest. Performance rating poorest for police and Islamabad administration (59%
each), and Interior Minister (37%).
A nationally representative sample of men and women from across the four provinces was asked,
“Please tell us how was the overall performance of the following institutions regarding the monitoring of
the protest; Federal govt. overall performance, Islamabad administration, Police, Interior Minister-Ahsan
Iqbal, COAS-Qamar Javed Bajwa.” Responding to this question, in regards to the Federal governments
overall performance; 8% said it was very good. 30% said it was good, 27% said it was bad, 28% said it
was very bad and 7% did not respond. In regards to the performance of Islamabad’s administration; 8%
said it was very good. 28% said it was good, 31% said it was bad, 28% said it was very bad and 5% did
not respond. In regards to the performance of the police; 9% said it was very good. 25% said it was
good, 28% said it was bad, 31% said it was very bad and 7% did not respond. In regards to the
performance of the Interior Minister- Ahsan Iqbal; 11% said it was very good. 27% said it was good,
25% said it was bad, 31% said it was very bad and 6% did not respond. In regards to the performance of
the COAS-Qamar Javed Bajwa; 36% said it was very good. 30% said it was good, 17% said it was bad,
13% said it was very bad and 4% did not respond.
Question: “Please tell us how was the overall performance of the following institutions regarding
the monitoring of the protest; Federal govt. overall performance, Islamabad administration, Police,
Interior Minister-Ahsan Iqbal, COAS-Qamar Javed Bajwa.”
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Source: Gallup & Gilani Pakistan Poll
Field work conducted by Gallup & Gilani Pakistan, the Pakistani affiliate of Gallup International Association
(www.gallup-international.com; www.gallup.com.pk, www.gilanifoundation.com

The study was released by Gilani Research Foundation and carried out by Gallup & Gilani Pakistan, the
Pakistani affiliate of Gallup International. The recent survey was carried out among a sample of 1646
men and women in rural and urban areas of all four provinces of the country, December 02- December
09, 2017. Error margin is estimated to be approximately ± 2-3 per cent at 95% confidence level.
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Gilani Research Foundation is a not for profit public service project to
provide social science research to students, academia, policy makers and
concerned citizens in Pakistan and across the globe.
Gilani Research Foundation is headed by Dr. Ijaz Shafi Gilani who pioneered the field
of opinion polling in Pakistan and established Gallup Pakistan in 1980. Currently Dr.
Gilani, who holds a PhD from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and
has taught at leading universities in Pakistan and abroad, is Chairman of Gallup
Pakistan.
If you have any further questions regarding this poll, please feel free to contact us.
Best Regards,

Ms. Fatima Idrees
Phone: +92-51-2655630
E-mail: fatima.idrees@gilanifoundation.com

Disclaimer: Gallup Pakistan is not related to Gallup Inc. headquartered in
Washington D.C. USA. We require that our surveys be credited fully as Gallup
Pakistan (not Gallup or Gallup Poll). We disclaim any responsibility for surveys
pertaining to Pakistani public opinion except those carried out by Gallup Pakistan, the
Pakistani affiliate of Gallup International Association. For details on Gallup
International Association see website: www.gallup-international.com
Disclaimer: Gallup Pakistan and Gilani Research foundation are a nonpartisan fact
tank and think tank respectively. As a neutral source of data and analysis, both
organizations do not take policy positions.
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